Productivity

Pre-activities for a quick
successful changeover
Rasel Ahmed Likhon, Project coordinator, EPIC Group
Without pre-planning task of
change-over, we are losing a
lot of production during the
learning curve period (Usually
3-5 days from style change). At
the same time, due to the lack
of monitoring in pre-planned
activities and unawareness of
several departments task about
maintaining quick changeover
are responsible for the failure in
achieving learning curve target.
So that there are some preactivities for different departments
to handle changeover smoothly
and to achieve the learning curve
periods target on time.
Team for changeover
There are two teams in every unit/
floor, one is for implementation
in the floor and another is for
reviewing the activities which
is done by the implementation
team. Review team monitors the
pre-activities progress which is
done or not. Each department
has a leader to monitor all his
departments’ task. They are also
responsible for giving decisions
from his department side about
any issues which is related to
changeover and will attend all
the meetings which is about the
changeover.

2.	Adjust special
machines and
cross check with
technical.
3.	Ensure machine
availability
physically
4.	Preparation of
machinery and
attachments
based on the I.E
requisition.
report on the current and
upcoming style
4.	Sent folder, foot, and gauge
requirement to the maintenance
team
5.	Complete Pilot-B & identify
critical operations of the style
6.	Ensure availability of finish
board and pattern board
7.	Actual fabric cut panel need to
handover to maintenance team
to adjust the machine
8.	Preparation of mock-ups of the
critical operations
IE team
1.	Send M/C and thread
requirement for that style to the
maintenance team

5.	Ensure that physically needle,
throat plate, feed dog and
bobbin available
6.	Ensure machine working
condition with stitching quality
Utility team
1.	Arrange Chair, Table, Machine
light physically
Production team
1. Line selection for Pilot-B run
2.	Line manager needs to involve
in Pilot-B stage & make 1
sample which is approved by a
quality team
3.	Ensure inputs, CPU parts, and
trims (threads, zipper, Label
etc.) availability before 1 day
Quality team

Changeover pre-activity
monitoring mechanism

2.	Update GSD SMV based on an
approved sample and finalize
OB based on GSD SMV

1.	Attend during Pilot-A run time
and feedback with review
comments

Changeover pre-activity under
implementation teams are given
below:

3.	Select the operators for critical
operations and set back up a
plan for training

2.	Deployment of quality
inspectors based on the critical
operations of the new style

Technical team

4.	Ensure operator allocations for
training are done as per requirement

1. 	Risk Analysis meeting with all
head of the department
2. 	Complete pilot-A (Methods and
construction has to be finalized
during Pilot-A run)
3.	Preparation of the comparison
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5.	
MP allocation list with their
replacement MP Plan provides to
technical, production & ME team
Maintenance team
1.	Machine arranging for pilot
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Provide guideline to QI about
3.	
checking procedure and DHU target.
4. Verification of patterns
Learning curve target will be depended
on the Standard Minute Value (SMV)
and the difference between the
construction of the garments.
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S u s t a i n a b l e Wa s h i n g

Denimach Washing Ltd. pledges
towards sustainability with quality
product
FT Research Team
Denimach Washing Ltd. (DWL) is a
business partner of Denimach Ltd
and a sister concern of Armana
Group. After 10 Years of Armana
Groups’ establishment, Denimach
Washing Ltd started its glorious
journey in 2005 as a flagship unit,
equipped with state-of-the-art
technology. Since its startup in
2005, DWL has been developed in
size, efficiency, and reputation and
also won the trust of world’s top
brands amongst Levi’s, GAP, H&M,
NEXT, ZARA, UNIQLO, Benetton,
Varner Group etc.
Denimach Washing is laterally
equipped with the latest
technology, sustainable machinery,
state-of-the-art in-house lab,
hi-tech design house, and highly
efficient ETP with MBR (Membrane
Bio-Reactor) technology for
effluent treatment. The Accord
and Alliance certification for the
architecture, fire and electrical
safety are the proof of the desire
for its projection.
DWL Strength at sustainable
product quality
Denimach Washing bears the
commitments and the ethics of its
own strength for quality principles
by prioritizing the sustainable
process, latest technologies,

Figure 1: Denimach Washing Ltd. Is truly concerned about sustainability and product quality.

new trends or fashions, and the
end users satisfaction. DWL has
a dedicated team for creating
innovative, refreshing, sustainable
and trendy fashions for its Brands.
Quality is the key of DWL success
Denimach Washing has achieved
the confidence of the brands
for their abilities to conform
their requirements and quality
standards. For all the brands DWL
has an individual strong team to
follow up the respective Brands
production, products quality and
the requirements with the brand's
eyes across. This is why global
brands like Gap has entrusted
them to work with them on VMI
(Vendor Managed Inventory)
model that requires insight and
a keen eye for details through

analysis and weekly forecasting.
In view of their stringent quality
checks, consistent output and
timely deliveries, global brands
like H&M, Levi’s and GAP have
empowered them with selfinspection, a process that allows
out in-house experts to permit the
stocks for dispatch on behalf of
their clients. This showcases the
trust and faith the premier brands
repose in them.
In respect of the quality, Denimach
was awarded several times of the
Gold, Bronze and Silver medal on
overall performance for the NEXT
brand production, quality and
on-time delivery in the recent past
years. Also for the other major
brands like GAP, H&M, Levi’s etc.
Their shipped product DC audit
pass rate is above 99%.

Figure 2: Sustainable front loading and laser m/c are incorporated at Denimach Washing Ltd.
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Denimach confirms
100% positive listed
chemical from Screen
chemistry, ZDHC
gateway, ETAD,
bluesign®, GOTS,
Oeko-Tex® 100, Eco
Passport etc. They
strictly maintain
buyers RSL & MRSL
requirements for the
product safety. As per
Screened Chemistry
requirements,
Figure 3: Workers are working in a safe environment by
maintaining product quality.
above 96% regular
used chemicals are
Edge through sustainability
screened for all the brands. They
maintain necessary document like
The Armana Group firmly believes
MSDS, TDS, CIL, PSD, chemical
in sustainability and devoted
restriction declaration, MRSL
to sustainable supply chain
& RSL declaration for different
management. By being careful
brands. Their raw materials storing
about the product safety and the
systems are properly decorated
environment, they demonstrate
according to the compatibility
their employees a sense of
chart. Denimach used to conduct
responsibility towards their
a training program to raise
surroundings. Denimach Washing
awareness on proper chemical
Ltd constantly takes necessary
storage and handling among all
initiatives to recycle and up-cycle
the employees.
while maintaining ecological
balance in their manufacturing
processes.
ZDHC collaboration
Denimach Washing is an active
participant of the "Zero Discharge
of Hazardous Chemicals" program.
International brands like H&M
and Levi's are the major partners
driving this collaborative endeavor.
The Group has partnered with
world-renowned chemical
producers and laboratories to
analyze the toxic and harmful
chemicals used in the industry
and eliminate them from its
manufacturing and washing
processes. There are no hazardous
chemicals in their end products
and discharges. Twice a year they
test their wastewater and upload
the results into ZDHC Gateway
platform. They also ensure safe
disposal of the waste without any
harm to the environment.

Environment, Health and Safety (EHS)
Denimach has an updated EHS
policy, through this they are
committed to operating in a way
that safeguards their workforces
and protects the environment.
Environmental disaster, climate
changes, health and safety of
employees and communities are
the most important sustainability
focus area of Denimach. Their
on-going commitment to safety
and sustainability is embedded
in their business practices and
reflects their belief that long-term

success will be measured not only
by financial performance but also
by a continued focus on good
corporate citizenship for customer,
employees, suppliers, shareholders
and the communities where all
people’s lives and works.
Denimach Washing factory
environment policy serves as the
complete guideline for people
working at Denimach washing Ltd.
To achieve a zero injury, they are
committed to integrating sound
environment, health, and safety
(EHS) practices into their everyday
activities with their stakeholders.
Sustainability programs
Under PACT Program initiative,
Denimach is continuously
takings initiatives like saving
energy, saving water waste,
sludge management, solid waste
management, installing led light
which actually saves energy about
40% and prevents GHG emission
by 30%. They also installed VFD
motor which saves a noticeable
level of energy consumption.
Yamin Chowdhury, General
Manager of Denimach Washing
Ltd said, “Besides the latest
process or operational sustainable
technologies we have more long
term plans towards sustainability
like rainwater harvesting system,
recycle and reuse of ETP water
and rooftop solar energy
establishing. Moreover, we are
already involved with sustainability
program like HIGG FEM 2.0 & 3.0,
PACT of Cp and Cp depth etc. and
looking forward to contributing
more in sustainability.”

Chemical Management System (CMS)
They have an updated CMS
policy to ensure a healthy and
safe environment for workers.
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Figure 4: MBR technology ETP plant (300 m3 per hour capacity) at Denimach Washing Ltd.
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Production data recorded & memorized for 30 days
Automatic shift change
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Accessories Industry

Garments accessories and
packaging entrepreneurs
should focus on branding
the sector
Akhi Akter

Introduction
Garments accessories and
packaging sector is playing a
significant role to boost up the
Ready-Made Garments (RMG)
industry of Bangladesh. RMG
manufacturers are getting
available backward support from
the sector in low cost and short
time period. According to the
Bangladesh Garments Accessories
& Packaging Manufacturers
& Exporters Association
(BGAPMEA), now almost
all requirements of garments
accessories and packaging of
readymade garments and other
export-oriented industries are being
met up locally which is about 95%.
Bangladesh is producing and
exporting accessories like woven

Figure 1: Bangladesh, the second largest manufacturer of garments accessories and
packaging items, should emphasize more on producing high-quality accessory items to
establish this sector as an individual industry.

labels, leather badges, stone and
metal motifs, rubber patches, gum
tapes, satin and cotton ribbon
hangers, price tags, buttons,

zippers etc. In the RMG sector, the
accessory makers and packagers
supply more than 34 types of
products with proper policy
support and financial incentives.
Export trends

Woven
labels
Leather
badges

Stone and
metal motifs

Buttons

Accessories
items produced
in Bangladesh

Gum tapes

Zippers

Price tags
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Rubber
patches

Satin and
cotton
ribbon
hangers

Indirect and direct export earnings
in the sector are increasing
noticeably and the earnings can
be increased by up to three times
over the next couple of years. On
26 December 2018, the Textile
and Jute Ministry held a meeting
with the stakeholders where they
proposed export earnings target
to be fixed at $51 billion from the
textile sector for FY 21 including
$11.22 billion from packaging and
accessories sector.
Garments Accessories and
Packaging (GAP) sector earned
valuable foreign exchange to the
tune of US$ 7.10 billion during the
financial year 2017-2018. Out of
them, US$1.12 billion is exported
directly to Middle-East, South
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products are key components
to keep the competitiveness
of the RMG industry stable.
The demand for accessories is
increasing day by day at home
and abroad. Regarding this
situation, investment is happening
significantly in this sector.

South
Africa

Sri Lanka

“There is no doubt that
Bangladesh will turn into a global
leader in accessory export very
soon as it has already established
an international standard in
manufacturing the products,”
said Exporters Association of
Bangladesh (EAB) President
Abdus Salam Murshedy.

Middle
East

Europe

Malaysia

Vietnam

According to the sector people,
accessories contribute to 15%
to 18% of a finished garment
product. Now, this sector is able to
supply packaging and accessories
products within 24 hours after
receiving the order.

Figure 2: Key export market of Bangladesh Garments Accessories and Packaging items.

Abdur Kader Khan, President of
BGAPMEA said, “The indirect
contribution has always been
15–20 percent of the net export
earning of the RMG sector. Export
earnings for RMG in 2017–18 FY
totaled USD 30.61 billion, of which
approximately USD 7.10 billion
came from accessory items used in
the RMG, leather, pharmaceutical
and other export-oriented
sectors.”
Investments and opportunities
Bangladesh is already well
established as a sourcing center
for garments products. Garment
accessories and packaging

,,

Africa, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Europe,
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos etc.

“We also deliver the products
to RMG factories in our own
transportation. As a result, it
reduces not only the lead time
but also saves our valuable
foreign currency,” said some GAP
manufacturers to Textile Today.

Garments Accessories
and Packaging (GAP)
sector earned valuable
foreign exchange to the
tune of US$ 7.10 billion
during the financial year
2017-2018. Out of them,
US$1.12 billion is exported
directly to Middle-East,
South Africa, Sri Lanka,
Malaysia, Europe, Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Laos etc

“Around Tk. 1,500 crore has been
invested by the manufacturers
of garments accessories and
packagers in 2018. And more
projects are in the pipeline,” Abdul
Kader Khan revealed a few days
ago.
Since the demand for accessory
products is growing at a faster rate
at both home and abroad, about
100 new factories
have started their
operations in 2018.
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Currently, around
1,700 factories
are producing
accessory items in
the country, mostly
in compliant
factories along
with 100 new
factories those
have started
their operations
recently.

Figure 3: Contribution of backward linkage in total RMG export earnings (in billion US$).
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Challenges
There is a huge opportunity for the
sector to grow in the local market
as well as in the foreign market.
But there are many challenges
also. A lack of policy support
including gas and electricity
connections and tax burdens
hampers the inflow of investments,
with port congestion being
another issue.
Manufacturers are using coal
instead of gas to run boilers due
to a gas scarcity, which is costly
due to higher import duty on coal.
Currently, manufacturers have to
pay about a 45% tax on import of
coal.
If the government allows duty-free
coal import, manufacturing will
be more price-competitive, said
industry insiders.
Instead of availability of
accessories items in Bangladesh,
apparel manufacturers choose
China for sourcing accessory
products as they offer lower prices
than locals. Because of a higher
price of raw materials caused by
import duty combined with the

several times, as this has been
contributing nearly fully to
export-oriented sectors. Banks
are charging double-digit interest
rates on loans from businesses
that are ultimately increasing the
cost of doing business.

Proper policy
support

Financial
incentives

On the other hand, sector people
think that the garment accessory
makers and packagers (GAP)
industry should not be treated
as a backward linkage industry.
It should be recognized as an
independent entity.

Uninterrupted
energy and gas
supply
Quality
improvement

Conclusion
Branding
the sector

Figure 4: Showing the ways to overcome
the remaining challenges and boost up the
export earnings.

delay of importing have increased
the production cost. In this reality,
sometimes, local accessories
manufacturers cannot offer a
lower price than China.
Abdul Kader Khan informed that
the sector people demanded
cash incentives on exports

Bangladesh should emphasize
more on producing high-quality
accessory items to establish this
sector as an individual industry.
Small entrepreneurs in this sector
should emphasize more to build
up their brand images as buyers
always prefer to purchase items
that possess quality and display
brand loyalty. At the same time,
proper policy support, financial
incentives, and uninterrupted
energy and gas supply are needed
to expand both indirect and direct
export earnings of the sector.

Social dialogue is key to establish minimum wages
Desk Report
The International Labor
Organisation (ILO) Country Office
in Bangladesh is encouraged by
the Bangladesh government’s
decision to revisit the minimum
wages for ready-made garment
workers through an agreement
reached on Sunday, 13 January
2019 by a special tripartite
committee set to examine and
resolve the issue.
“We acknowledge the genuine
efforts of all parties, led by the
Ministry of Labor and Employment,
to work towards setting minimum
wages at an appropriate level and
to reach a consensus. Through
this tripartite process of dialogue,
confidence is being built and we
call upon all parties to help the
industry resume its activity,” says
Tuomo Poutiainen, ILO Country
Director for Bangladesh.
52

reviewing the wagesetting system to
ensure predictability
for business and
promoting sound
industrial relations
through social
dialogue and
collective bargaining.

As a pillar of decent work, social
dialogue plays a key role in social
and economic stability and equity.
It creates a framework for peaceful
and orderly procedures addressing
the concerns of workers and employers.
The ILO stands ready to
accompany its tripartite
constituents in Bangladesh and the
ready-made garment industry in

“We believe that
establishing a strong
wage policy for the
country and regular evidencebased adjustments through
full consultation with all social
partners would contribute to
inclusive growth, boost industry
competitiveness and strengthen
social protection for workers,
as well as decent work and
productive employment for
millions of Bangladeshis,” says
Tuomo Poutiainen.
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Product Development, Business Intelligence, Fiber, Yarn, Fabric,
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Window covering, Sales, Inventory, Production, Purchasing, Planning,
Production Scheduling, Shop-Floor, Fabric Inspection,
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Primary textile witnesses
investment of Tk 6900
crore in last five year
Staff Correspondent
To meet the growing demands
of fabrics and yarn, Bangladeshi
investors’ made an investment of
Tk6900 crore in the primary textile
sector, the backward linkage
industry for RMG sector, in last five
years.
According to the Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association (BTMA)
data, during 2014 to 2018 period,
textile manufacturers have
invested Tk6,900 crore in the
primary textile sector to meet the
demands of fabrics and yarn.
According to BTMA data, there are
430 yarn manufacturing mills, 802
fabric manufacturing mills and 244
dyeing-printing finishing mills in
the country.
Speaking to Textile Today sector
people opined that the increasing
demands of fabrics and yarn
attracted investors in the sector.
While steady growth in the apparel
export earnings also pushed the
demand up.
“In the last couple of years,
Bangladesh’s Primary Textile
Sector (PTS) has attained
growth and been able to meet
local demands. Currently, local
manufacturers are capable to
supply 85% of yarn and fabrics for
the knitwear sector, while 40% of
woven fabrics,” MD Mohammad Ali
Khokon said the Textile Today.
Since there is a 60% gap between
demands and supply of woven
fabrics, the investors made the
investment to take the advantage,
said Khokon.
While the banks were friendly in
providing financial support to the
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Figure: According to the BTMA during 2014 to 2018 period, textile manufacturers have
invested Tk6,900 crore in the primary textile sector to meet the demands of fabrics and
yarn.

Bangladesh’s Primary Textile Sector
 430

yarn manufacturing mills

 802

fabrics manufacturing mills

 244

dyeing-printing finishing mills

primary textile sector as well as in
helping the industrialization, said
the business leader.
Meanwhile, trade analysts opined
that new investment is because of
growth in apparel exports and it
would make Bangladesh strong in
the global value chain.
“In last few years, there was a
reasonable growth in export
earnings, which increased the
demands for fabrics and investors
have grabbed the opportunity,”
Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD)
Research Director Khondaker
Golam Moazzem told the Textile
Today.
The new investment will make
backward linkage industry
stronger and would increase

Bangladesh competitiveness
in the global export
destination, he added.
Since Bangladesh is highly
dependent on import for
higher-end fabric, Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) can
be a solution to this end.

“As of now, Bangladesh is not
strong in non-cotton products,
while local investors are not
willing to invest. On the other
hand, the woven sector especially
the higher end or value-added
products manufactures are highly
dependent on fabrics import,” said
Moazzem.
So, allowing FDI in these products
can pave ways for Bangladesh
in moving towards value-added
products, he added.
According to Bangladesh Bank
(BB) data, in the calendar 2017,
Bangladesh’s textile and apparel
sector has received a foreign
investment of $421.68 million,
which is 15.70% higher compared
to $364.44 million in the year 2016.
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Accessories sector has

potentiality similar to
RMG industry

To achieve the $50 billion apparel export target by FY 2021, Bangladesh garments
accessories sector will play a significant role
Md Abdul Kader Khan
President, BGAPMEA; Managing Director, Khan Accessories & Packaging Company Ltd.
Bangladesh Garments Accessories
and Packaging Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (BGAPMEA)
started its operation in the year
1989. The association is the
prime organization to safeguard
the interest of Garments
Accessories and Packaging (GAP)
manufacturers & exporters of the
country. The BGAPMEA represents
more than 1900 export-oriented
garments accessories and
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packaging industries in the
country.
Md Abdul Kader Khan, Managing
Director of Khan Accessories &
Packaging Company Ltd, has been
re-elected as the President for
2019-2020 sessions of BGAPMEA.
Recently in a conversation with
Textile Today, he talked ins and
outs about this sector.
Textile Today: You have been
re-elected as the President of

BGAPMEA, how do you see the
prospects for the garments
accessories and packaging
sector and what are the biggest
challenges for the sector in 2019?
Md Abdul Kader Khan: 2019 is
very challenging for us especially
when you talk about garments
accessories and packaging
sector. We need to expand our
accessories market globally.
Nowadays our market is confined
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to only in Bangladesh but we are
capable of taking this to foreign
markets also. Now we have a
production capacity of more
than the local requirement with
excellent quality. So In 2019, our
major challenge is to expand our
market globally.

This situation is also known to the
local and international buyers,
however, disregarding this they
are continuously pressuring to
decrease price.
Textile Today: How are these
challenges can be overcome?
What are your demands from the
government?
Md Abdul Kader Khan: Many
challenges we are facing
currently that can be overcome
if the government and buyers
come forward to help us. Export
Promotion Bureau (EPB) of
Bangladesh wanted to give us
subsidy, but I think to boost
the export of accessories and
packaging products we need
to participate in different
international expositions. We
urged the EPB to give us the
opportunity to participate in the
international expos’. We just want
a booth, we will bear all costs. If
every year we could participate
4 to 5 expositions, we could
show our strength in garments
accessories and packaging
sector. If the government
provides equal support like the
readymade garments industry,
then the garments accessories and
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Figure: Textile Today team congratulating Abdul Kader Khan for being re-elected as the
President for 2019-2020 sessions of BGAPMEA.
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Another prime challenge is we
do not get a fair price for our
products from our buyers. And
wage hike is another bottleneck
challenge for the manufacturers.
Already the garments industry
increased their workers’ wage. This
has created tremendous pressure
for us as GAP workers also
started demanding an increase
in their wage. Whereas, already
we are suffering to maintain
competitiveness in the accessories
market and if we increase workers’
wage than it will be tough for us to
survive.

If the government
provides equal support
like the readymade
garments industry,
then the garments
accessories and
packaging sector will
become the second
largest exporters like
the RMG sector.

packaging sector will become the
second largest exporters like the
RMG sector.
As for the price negotiation, we
regularly meet with buyers. Only
the buyers can solve the problem
if they want to us to survive.
Another important thing is needed
for the sector is automation, we’ve
to cope with the latest machinery
and technology. As machinery and
technology can help the sector
to reduce production cost with
increasing productivity.
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Textile Today: Share us the
opportunities of the garments
accessories and packaging sector
in the national and global arena…
Md Abdul Kader Khan: There
are lots of opportunities in this
sector since the sector is acting
as a backward linkage industry
of RMG as well as other exportoriented industries like frozen
food, pharmaceuticals, ceramics,
leather goods, vegetables, etc.
Now almost all the requirements of
garments accessories & packaging
of readymade garments and
other export-oriented industries
are being met up locally which is
about 95%.
Buyers always want quality
products in short lead time with
the competitive price. We always
fulfill these criteria by providing
accessories and packaging
products in a very short time
with reasonable price. Therefore,
apparel manufacturers are being
able to make finished products
within their buyer’s deadline.
GAP sector earned valuable
foreign exchange to the tune
of US$ 7.10 billion during the
financial year 2017-2018. Out of
this amount, US$1.12 billion is
exported directly. And we have the
capacity to export directly more
products valued US$1 to 2 billion.
We are not getting enough orders
from global buyers as we produce
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more than the current demand.
Therefore, we want to participate
in global expos’ as we can present
ourselves with international quality
standard products.
Textile Today: To achieve the
government target to earn $50bn
from apparel export by 2021, how
are the garments accessories and
packaging sector contributing?
Md Abdul Kader Khan: To
achieve the US$50 billion target
by FY 2021, GAP sector is likely
to be exported US$ 12 billion
proportionately, if the sector gets
policy support and cooperation
from the Government. The
country’s RMG sector used to
depend on imported packaging
materials and accessories a
decade ago, but now the local
manufacturers are not only
catering to the sector, but are
also exporting items globally. If
the government provides equal
facilities and policy support, then
we will be able to contribute more
than $12bn of export earnings by
2021.

Textile Today: How do you see
the branding in this sector? Some
of the international garments
accessories and packaging
companies’ brand is very
appreciable, what is the status of
local garments accessories and
packaging companies in branding?
Md Abdul Kader Khan: Branding is
necessary especially in garments
accessories and packaging sector.
We can go a long way if branding
is there in a continuous basis.
We have to let people know that
Bangladesh is capable of making
lots of quality accessories and
packages that can meet local and
international market demand.
Coats Bangladesh Ltd, Aman
Textile those have a strong brand
image that is really appreciable.
Our local accessories and
packaging companies still did not
concentrate on branding, though
some of us have started branding
ourselves, however, we’re still in a
very initial stage of branding. And,
we have many factories that can start
branding, but they did not realize the

importance of branding yet.
Textile Today: How can
Bangladesh Textile Today promote
the local brands in this sector?
Md Abdul Kader Khan: Bangladesh
Textile Today is a leading media
that can help us in many ways. You
need to write about the sector
very frequently, we need to be
highlighted immensely. If branding
and promoting is there then the
accessories sector will not have to
look back anymore. A very wide
range of garment accessories
and packaging products
including zippers, buttons, labels,
interlining, drawstring, sewing
thread, elastic/non elastic lace,
belt, narrow fabrics, gum tape,
scotch tape, masking tape,
paper adhesive tape, poly bag,
hanger, padding and quilting etc.
should be highlighted more so
that buyers can know about the
quality products we produce.
Finally, we have to understand
that accessories and packaging
goods are the heart of the apparel
industry.

BEZA-JPL signs MoU to set up a solar farm in Chandpur
Staff Correspondent
A memorandum of understanding
(MoU) was signed between
Bangladesh Economic Zones
Authority (BEZA) and Joules
Power Limited (JPL) on
24 December at the BEZA
headquarters to establish country’s
first solar Independent Power
Producer (IPP).
A 100MW solar farm will be set up
in the Chandpur Economic Zone
with an investment of US$180
million. It is going to be a private
sector venture in the power sector
infrastructure project, said a press
release.
According to the release,
Managing Director of JPL Nuher
Latif Khan and Executive Chairman
of BEZA Paban Chowdhury
signed the MoU on behalf of their
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During the
ceremony,
Managing
Director of JPL
and Director of
Dhaka Chamber
of Commerce and
Industry (DCCI)
Nuher Latif Khan
said that, there
are immense
Figure: Managing Director of JPL Nuher Latif Khan (M) and
Executive Chairman of BEZA Paban Chowdhury signed the
potentials in the
MoU on behalf of their respective sides.
renewable energy
sector in Bangladesh.
respective sides.
JPL will construct a multipurpose
jetty and install 37-kilometer
132KV transmission line. On the
other hand, BEZA will provide JPL
with about 500-acre land for the
100MW solar farm.

Nuher noted that the investment
in the power sector was very
viable for double-digit return
because of strong Power Purchase
Agreements and Implementation
Agreements offered by the
government.
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Training on

“Testing of Lightfastness
& Weathering of Textile”
Program Includes:
• Becoming familiar with the fundamentals of Lightfastness and Weathering
• Hands-on training on Testing of Lightfastness & Weathering of Textile by ISO and AATCC Methods
• Learning how to create and run an effective lightfastness & weathering test program to
reduce costs, improve quality, or help develop new products
• Ensuring your lightfastness tester has the required utilities, environment, and maintenance
to function reliably for years
• Learning how to utilize all of your tester's features and capabilities

resource person:
Mr. Smrithi Kumar
Expert Trainer of Q-Lab Corporation, USA
Smrithi Kumar is Q-Lab's Global Customer Education Specialist, based at the company's headquarters in Westlake, Ohio, USA.
He has been with Q-Lab for over 15 years and has in-depth knowledge of all Q-Lab
products and services. Smrithi is an active member of the American Association of
Textile Chemists and Colorists (AATCC) and is involved in various lightfastness
committees. He has served as the Chairperson of the Weathering and Lightfastness
Committee of AATCC, and is appointed as the United States delegate in ISO's
lightfastness committee. Smrithi regularly gives presentations to audiences of all levels
about lightfastness, weathering, and corrosion in countries throughout the world.

Time: 9.00 AM - 5.00 PM

Date : 16th February 2019

Venue: DYSIN Conference Centre., Sky Lark Point (11th Floor), 24/A Bijoy Nagar, Dhaka.

Registration

Course Fees:
*** BDT 3900/(Three Thousand Nine Hundred Taka Only)
*** 3 or more participants from one organization
get special discount
*** 10% Discount for Textile Today Subscribers &
TTH Alumni’s

M. 01734 211085
W. https://training.textiletoday.com.bd

Jointly Organized By:

Transforming Human Capital

f ro m f i e l d to fa s h i o n

Sales Inquiry
+88 0184 1166 233
amran@maksonsgroup.com.bd
www.maksonsgroup.com.bd

Sustainable Processing

Envoy Textiles collaborates with
ZDHC to implement sustainable
chemical management
FT Research Team
A successful awareness-building
seminar on ‘ZDHC Chemical
Management Implementation’ has
been held at the premises of Envoy
Textiles Limited where Textile
Today was the ‘Sustainability
Partner’. They recently have been
approved as a ZDHC Contributor
as the third factory (after ACS
Textiles, and Towels and Denim
Expert Ltd.) in Bangladesh. As
part of the onboarding process
of the company, a visit was
made by Prasad Pant, South Asia
Director, ZDHC Foundation to their
manufacturing facility at Bhaluka
on 15th January 2019.
During this visit, he made a
presentation to the employees
of the factory on important
aspects of chemical management
and the ZDHC Program. K M
Rezaur Rahman, Head of Project
Management, Envoy Textiles Ltd
and Tauhidul Islam, Senior Manager,
Compliance & Fire Management of
Envoy Textiles Ltd were present at
the program.
The program started with a
welcome address by Tauhidul
Islam, where he shared ‘Envoy

Figure 2: (L-R) Al Tauhidul Islam, Senior Manager, Compliance & Fire Management of
Envoy Textiles Ltd, Prasad Pant, South Asia Director of ZDHC Foundation and K M Rezaur
Rahman, Head of Project Management, Envoy Textiles Ltd.

Textiles Corporate Profile 2019’
and their brief activities and
achievements in the chemical
management arena. He also
elaborated on the four pillars of
Envoy Textiles sustainability1. Sustainable Resource
Management & Efficiencies
2. S
 ustainable Chemical
Management
3. S
 ustainable Responsible
Sourcing and

4. Sustainable Social Management
Envoy Textiles is the first LEED
Platinum certified (2016) denim
factory in the world. They received
2017 HSBC Sustainable Award
for their remarkable activities
towards sustainability. The facility
is committed to ZDHC and
DETOX implementation as well
as all aspects of product safety,
worker health and safety, and
sustainability measures such as
reduction in water and energy

Figure 1: The team of Envoy Textiles with Prasad Pant, South Asia Director, ZDHC Foundation.
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Figure 3: Prasad Pant having a round of the facility with Tauhidul Islam and Envoy Textiles team.

consumption. Their targets for
achieving by 2020 are•R
 eduction in energy
consumption by 10%
•R
 ecover and recycle energy
needs by 5%
•U
 se of renewable energy sources
for 5% of needs
•R
 educe water consumption by 10%
• Re-use water up to 30%
•E
 nsure 100% compliance of
wastewater with ZDHC norms
•R
 educe chemical consumption
by 5%
•E
 ncourage 100% use of ‘Green
Chemistry’
•R
 euse of 50% of solid waste
generated
• Reduction in GHG emission by 10%
Tauhidul Islam said, “We have a
very clear vision for 2020 and we
have set targets to save water and
energy. We are also committed
to implement more effective
chemical management, follow
our brands/buyer’s chemical
compliance protocols and agree
with ZDHC Program guidelines.
This actually is a commitment from
our whole organization.”
Envoy Textiles follows the ZDHC
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MRSL guideline when purchasing
dyes and chemicals in their factory
and also ensure RSL conformance
in the final product delivery.
In his presentation, Prasad
Pant outlined the need for
using sustainable chemicals. He
explained the different impacts
of hazardous chemicals on
human and animal health and
the environment. Some impacts
are on long term basis such as
Carcinogenicity, Mutagenicity,
Reprotoxicity, Specific Target
Organ Toxicity, Endocrine
Disruption, Developmental toxicity,
Neurotoxicity, and Teratogenicity.
“There are about 4 million
chemical substances manufactured
and used in the world today and
the impact of more than 80% of
these on the human health or
environment has not been fully
assessed. More than 800 chemical
substances used in the textile
and leather industry are known
to be harmful to human health
or the environment, but these
are still widely prevalent in the
manufacturing processes practiced
in the producing countries”, Prasad
Pant said in his speech.
He also gave an overview of the
ZDHC Program and the standards

and tools in three focus areas of
Input, Process, and Output. Prasad
Pant further described about
the MRSL, ZDHC Gateway and
Gastewater Guidelines in detail to
the participants.
As on date, ZDHC has 27 leading
brands as their signatory brands
and other stakeholders from the
value chain, such as textile and
chemical manufacturers as well
as service providers and industry
associations are also becoming
contributors to collaborate on
shaping and enhancing the ZDHC
Program.
After the seminar, Prasad Pant
visited around the factory with
the Envoy Textiles team. He
visited the chemical stores and
the production areas as well as
the Effluent Treatment Plant. He
appreciated the efforts made
by Envoy Textiles to implement
best practices in chemical
management.
Envoy Textiles has an installed
capacity of 30,000 tons and well
maintained the main chemical
store. Altogether Envoy Textiles
Ltd is an example for others in the
industry to follow and is setting
new benchmarks by taking many
initiatives towards sustainability.
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Certificate on Dyehouse Management

Accredited By:

Managing Dyehouses
Towards Zero

Implemented By:

Transforming Human Capital

Accredited by The Textile Institute, UK

Course Summary

Introduction to Modern (Knit) Dyehouse Management
Designed by
Total course length
Date
Time

Modern management of
textiles and the coloration
industry.
The Business (Owners)
Perspective.

: James Park, Park Associates, UK.
: 4 days (24 hours)
: Date: 8th, 15th, 16th & 22nd March 2019.
: 9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

Laboratory support and
technical services, Colour
assessment and
measurement.

Practical demonstration of
overcoming challenges to
move towards zero (APS
Group).

Managing Chemical and
Processes towards Zero
Defect, Zero Failure and
Zero Waste.

Sustainability Management.

Setting the management
for moving towards zero.
Management aspects for
moving towards zero.

Md. Hasib Uddin

Engr. Md Rashedul Islam

Dr. Mohammad Abbas Uddin

Tareq Amin

Chairman, APS Group

GM (Dyeing & Knitting), APS Group

Assistant Professor, BUTEX
Reed Consultancy

Founder & CEO, Textile Today

https://training.textiletoday.com.bd/
course/certificate-on-dyehousemanagement-2/

Find Course Details

Supported By

Sanjoy Kumar Saha
Manager-Industry Engagement & Sub Editor
Mobile: 01734 211 085

Knowledge Partner

Giant Business Tower
Level # 12, Jasimuddin Avenue,
Sector – 3,Uttara, Dhaka-1230.

Factory Partner

APS Story of
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Cold White - the sustainable bleaching
technology of Zschimmer & Schwarz
A. Mehlhorn, S. Möbius, A. Knoblauch, M. Peukert
Zschimmer & Schwarz Mohsdorf GmbH & Co KG
The pretreatment of
fabrics plays a central role
within the textile finishing
process, not only because
it provides the basis for
high-quality end products
but also seen from an
environmental perspective.
The conventional bleaching
of textiles is carried out at
high process temperatures
and involves considerable
amounts of water,
wastewater, and energy. A
responsible use of energy
and resources for the
protection of the environment is
possible by using the ecological
and economical low-temperature
bleaching technology Cold White.
Comparison of various bleaching
processes
State of the art
Discontinuous bleaching of
cotton in jet or yarn machines
is usually performed with
hydrogen peroxide. The purpose
of bleaching is to give a high
degree of whiteness and good
absorbency to the textile material,
thus optimally preparing the
substrate to the subsequent
dying, printing or production
of white goods. Furthermore,
only little damage to the cotton
and consistent bleaching results
(reproducibility) are desired. A
conventional bleaching process is
performed at 95 to 98°C or under
HT conditions up to 110°C. The
high temperatures, as well as the
addition of alkali, are necessary
to activate the required hydrogen
peroxide. Also, fiber fats are
emulsified in a better way and
impurities of cotton (contaminant
load) are easily washed off in an
alkaline medium. However, high
process temperatures require more
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70°C already. This
allows a high degree of
whiteness whereas the
damage to the cotton
is low. Optavon LTB is
GOTS 4.0 certified and
bluesign® approved.

energy and consequently lead to a
larger carbon footprint.
Cold White process
The ecological and economic
advantages of a low-temperature
bleaching such as lower energy
and water consumptions, higher
productivity and lower unit
cost are obvious. But does this
also ensure sufficient process
safety for the textile finisher?
The team of Zschimmer &
Schwarz took up the challenge
to develop an innovative process
for bleaching that provides a
guarantee for ecological and
economic efficiency. This Cold
White bleaching process includes
two key components, which
enable a powerful bleaching at
temperatures below 80°C:
Component 1) The
environmentally friendly Optavon
LTB is a special hydrogen peroxide
activator for the low-temperature
bleaching of cotton and its
blends. The product accelerates
the decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide enabling a significant
reduction of the bleaching
temperature and bleaching time.
Using Optavon LTB, an excellent
bleaching effect is obtained at

Component 2) The
low-foaming detergent
and wetting agent
Tissocyl Pow ensures
a rapid and uniform
wetting of the fabric.
Being especially
developed for the
Cold White system the
detergent is able to reliably solve
natural fiber impurities as well as
fats and waxes, to disperse and
to emulsify them and to increase
the rewettability of the fabric
after bleaching. The bleaching at
significantly reduced temperatures
requires a strong emulsifying
power of the surfactant because
emulsification takes place mainly
below the melting point of native
waxes and paraffins.
The application of the Cold
White system yields the following
interesting benefits for the textile
finisher:
The reduction of the bleaching
temperature results in savings
of energy and time, a lower
carbon dioxide emission and
decreased wastewater pollution.
In total, the Cold White process
allows a noticeable reduction of
production cost, an increase in
production and preservation of
the environment. Additionally, the
mild bleaching conditions result in
a lower degreasing of the cotton.
So the weight loss of the fabric
is significantly reduced which
increases the yield. Further effects
are a smooth fabric passage in
the jet machine and a much lower
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Fabric volume after bleaching at 98°C

Fabric volume after low-temperature bleaching at 70°C

Figure 1: Volumes of terry fabrics.

tendency to knot formation. The
quantity of a crease preventing
agent required for goods that tend
to creasing can be reduced. The
pilling propensity of the fabrics is
diminished as well. Bleaching at
low temperatures also causes less
damage to the cotton fiber (higher
degree of polymerization). Final
terry fabrics, in particular, appear
softer and more voluminous (fig.1).

of 100 % CO, CO/EL and blends of
CO and synthetic fibers in different
make-ups (tricot knitted fabric,
terry fabric, cross-wound package)
that were pretreated in a jet
machine and in a package dyeing
machine, respectively, using both
the standard process and the Cold
White low temperature bleaching.
Subsequently, the bleached fabrics
were dyed.

The fact that knitting oils can be
removed easier at temperatures
below 80°C is often disregarded.
At higher temperatures, there is
the risk that the oil emulsion is
destabilized and stains are formed.

Recipes and process parameter

Nevertheless, it is important to
take into account that in principle
a compromise has to be found
between the ecological and
economic benefits of a lowtemperature bleaching and the
demands on the absorbency of the
bleached goods to be obtained.
In general, the absorbency can be
neglected if the fabric pretreated
by the exhaustion process is not
dried before dyeing. The key for a
level dyeing is rather the fact that
the fabric is completely wetted and
residues of natural waxes are evenly
distributed on the fabric (fig. 2).
Standard bleaching vs. lowtemperature bleaching
Several application tests were
carried out with fabrics consisting

* Concentration of chemicals
depends on the degree of
whiteness of the greige fabric and
on the whiteness level which has
to be reached.
Liquor ratio 1:8, bleaching 40 min
at 70°C, rinsing and neutralizing
with 0.5 g/l SETACID AB conc
10 min at 40°C, residual peroxide
decomposition in the same bath 10 min
at 40°C, ready for dyeing (see fig. 3).

1) Standard bleaching
TISSOCYL RLB
0.7 ml/l
		
REDUSTAB OS
1 ml/l
		
Optavon SV
1 ml/l
hydrogen peroxide 35% 4 – 6 ml/l*
caustic soda 50%

(highly concentrated, non
ionic detergent)
(organic stabilizer for the
hydrogen peroxide bleaching)
(complexing and dispersing agent)

2 – 2.5 ml/l*

Liquor ratio 1:8, bleaching 45 min
at 98°C, rinsing 10 min at 80°C,
rinsing and neutralizing with
acetic acid (60%) 10 min at 60°C,
rinsing and residual peroxide
decomposition 10 min at 40°C,
ready for dyeing (see fig. 3).

Discussion of the results
Degree of whiteness
The results of the whiteness
quality achieved for both readyfor-dye and full white articles
by the application of the Cold

2) Cold White low-temperature bleaching
TISSOCYL POW
1 ml/l
		
Optavon LTB
1.5 ml/l
hydrogen peroxide 35% 6 – 8 ml/l*
caustic soda 50%

Dyeing without intermediate drying: level appearance

(nonionic special detergent
for Cold White)
(hydrogen peroxide activator)

2 – 2.5 ml/l*

Intermediate drying before dyeing: uneven appearance

Figure 2: Cotton dyed fabric after a Cold White bleaching process.
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requires more intensive rinsing
after bleaching. The Cold White
process enables a reduced
extraction of cotton due to milder
conditions resulting in a higher
yield of the bleached fabrics. This
contributes to a significant reduction
of the chemical oxygen demand
(COD) of the wastewater load.

Stamdard process
energy
saving

bleaching 45 min 98°c

80°c
bleaching 40 min 70°c

60°c
10’40°c

2.

10’40°c

2.

60°c

ready to dye

Energy consumption

3.

3.

time saving

1.1.

1. add bleaching liquor
2. add neutralizer
3. add catalase

COLD-WHITE process

Figure 3: Standard bleaching process compared with the ecological Cold White
bleaching.

Process time/production capacity

Table: Results of the whiteness measurement.
Whiteness 1) Standard

Whiteness

bleaching 45 min 98°C

2) Cold White 40
min 70°C

100 % CO single jersey ready-for-

72.0 CIE

70.6 CIE

100% CO single jersey full-white

154.1 CIE

150.6 CIE

100% CO yarn ready-for-dye

71,6 CIE

70.8 CIE

100% CO terry fabric ready-for-dye

72.7 CIE

71.2 CIE

95/5 CO/EL jersey ready-for-dye

70.3 CIE

68.1 CIE

dye

White low-temperature bleaching
process were nearly equivalent
to those achieved by to the
conventional bleaching. All Cold
White bleached goods provided
for dyeing were optimally
prepared for the subsequent
dyeing process. The dyeing results
were level final color appearances
and shades of uniform depth.
Our practical experience shows
that a higher amount of hydrogen
peroxide is often required in the
Cold White bleaching in order to
get equivalent results.
Fabric handle
All fabrics show a softer and more
voluminous appearance because
of the lower degreasing effect at
lower bleaching temperatures.
The handle of the terry fabric
was rated as particularly soft and
fleecy, hence the amounts of soft
handle finishing agents could be
reduced (fig. 1).
Reproducibility
Further investigations of cotton
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Lower temperatures of the
bleaching and rinsing baths and
shorter process times reduce the
energy demand by about 15% in
comparison with conventional
bleaching processes.

fabrics of different presentations
confirm that a high-quality
pretreatment is achieved by
using the Cold White process
which ensures an excellent
reproducibility of the final fabric
appearance after dyeing.

Shorter heating and cooling
times, the reduction of the
number of baths and a reduced
bleaching time at 70°C result in
a reduction of the total process
time by about 20%. The plant
capacity can be increased without
additional technical efforts. Thus,
the Cold White process offers
an opportunity to increase the
production capacity and the
efficiency of a textile factory and to
reduce the fixed cost considerably.
Abstract

Effluent pollution

The pretreatment process Cold
White developed by Zschimmer &
Schwarz is an alternative method
for the discontinuous hydrogen
peroxide bleaching of knitted
fabrics and yarns of cotton or
its blends with synthetic fibers.
It represents a perfect basis
for customized pretreatment
formulations providing flexibility
by adapting them to the
respective production conditions
and grey fabric qualities with
simple adjustments. The lowtemperature bleaching Cold White
not only involves a responsible
dealing with our environment but
also considering economic aspects
like high production safety,
consistant quality and improved
competitiveness of our customers.

A conventional hot bleaching
usually leads to a strong
detachment of organic
components of the cotton which

Optavon, Tissocyl, Setacid =
product names of the company
Zschimmer & Schwarz Mohsdorf
GmbH & Co KG.

Water consumption and effluent
The neutralizing agent SETACID
AB conc shows very good
compatibility with conventional
catalases. This enables a reduced
number of rinsing baths. One
rinsing cycle can be saved after
the Cold White bleaching allowing
to carry out the neutralization as
well as the decomposition of the
residual peroxide in one bath at
40°C. The result is a water and
effluent saving of at least 20%
compared with the conventional
process.
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Needle free space dyeing,
No more yarn breakage

Steamer

SDS - Space Dyeing Station
 Small Surface Required

 Giant Hanks

Customer Reference-

 New Effects

 Low Liquir Ratio

○ Epyllion Fabrics Ltd. (Yarn Dyed)

 Water Saving

 Time Saving

○ GMS Composite Knitting Ind. Ltd.

House-B148 (2nd Floor), Road-22, New DOHS, Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206.
Mob: 01711558828, 01625387580,
E-mail: info@traderay.net, rasel@traderay.net
Website: http://www.traderay.net
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Bangladeshi invention to give
cost effective environment
friendly pretreatment
Two Professors and eleven students of the Department of Applied Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering of Rajshahi University have developed a low-cost eco-friendly technology for textile
industries of Bangladesh recently.
Desk Report
Rajshahi University Prof Dr.
Mohammad Taufiq Alam, the
developer, filed a provisional
patent application for the
invention with the Department of
Patents, Designs, and Trademarks
under the Ministry of Industries on
December 9.
The technology will play a very
positive role in significantly
reducing environmental pollution
by the textile industry. The
technology has been developed
under an industry-university
collaborative sub-project of Higher
Education Quality Enhancement
Project (HEQEP) and is being
implemented by the Department
of Applied Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering of RU.
Prof Alam said, “The textile
industries at present consume
twice the volume of water
consumed by the entire population
of Dhaka city. Furthermore, textile
pre-treatment process requires a
high-energy input and generates a
large amount of biochemical and
chemical oxygen. The proposed
technology will overcome the
above shortcomings significantly.”
Textile fibers contain naturally
occurring primary impurities and
secondary impurities that are
added during spinning, knitting,
and weaving.
Textile pre-treatment is a series of
cleaning operations. All impurities
that cause adverse effect during
dyeing and printing are removed
in the process. Pre-treatment
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Figure: Dr. Mohammad Taufiq Alam is showing his invention at Rajshahi University.
Courtesy: The Daily Star.

processes include desizing,
scouring, and bleaching which
make subsequent dyeing and
softening processes easy.
Cotton fabrics are mainly
composed of 90% to 95% cellulose
and surrounded by the outermost
noncellulosic surface, the cuticle.
Currently used conventional
chemical pre-treatment process
to remove the cuticle layer has
led to serious water pollution as
it involves the use of corrosive
chemicals like sodium hydroxide,
surfactants, chelators and H2O2 at
boiling temperatures.
Moreover, the aggressive pretreatment frequently damages the
fabric and increases the health
risks of operators. The alternative,
an eco-friendly enzymatic process
developed in the last few years.
Despite frequent reports on this

enzymatic process of cotton,
its industrial use has not spread
because of its inability to remove
cuticle completely, as a result,
desired whiteness and dye ability
for light shade fabric was not achieved.
Dr. Alam claimed they have
synthesized a pre-treatment
agent at low cost that shows a
synergistic effect when used with
the above eco-friendly enzymatic
process. In conjunction with
an enzyme, it will perform pretreatment and polishing together
in a single bath, so that 45% water,
35% energy and 45% time can
be saved compared to currently
using conventional chemical
pre-treatment process. It will also
significantly improve the whiteness
and dye absorbency compared
to above eco-friendly enzymatic
process so that light shade dyeing
is achievable.
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Effects of liquor ratio, time,
and concentration of dye on
mercerized 100% cotton dyed
with reactive or vat dyes
Azeez Mutiu .O
Department of Polymer & Textile Technology, Yaba College of Technology, Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria
Abstract
In general, in textile dyeing of cotton, vat dyes have
been proven to have excellent fastness properties
over other dyes. Reactive dyes are the next to the vat
in the rating. To have an efficient dyeing operation,
dyer has responsibility of controlling his system
variables such as temperature, time, liquor ratio, dye
concentration, pH, chemicals, salt and so on.
Aim: To evaluate dyeing variables such as liquor
ratio, dyeing time and dye concentration at constant
range of temperature in order to determine
economical and optimum application of reactive and
the vat dyes on mercerized 100% cotton fabric.
The sample was subjected to preparatory processes:
desizing, scouring, bleaching and mercerization.
Dyeing of the sample took place in 6-cylindrical
dyeing machine in which the baths were immersed
in water inside a trough. The samples from the
mercerized cotton fabric were subjected to dyeing at
different conditions.
Variable

Liquor
ratio

Dyeing
Concentration Temp
time (min) of dye (% o.w.f) (°C)

1

30:1

30

4

50-60

2

40:1

45

8

50-60

3

50:1

60

12

50-60

75

50-60

Method of analysis: Random visual assessment by
four different judges in which the samples were rated
according to intensity or value and three out of the
observers followed similar rating independently. This
caters for differences in individual’s power of vision.
Results / Findings
Liquor ratio: the intensity of the reactive shown
significant difference at different liquor ratios and
the results increased in descending order (30:1, 40:1,
50:1) while vat dye shown difference in ascending
order (50:1, 40:1, 30:1). The liquor ratio of 40:1 is an
intercept which favored both dyes.
Dyeing time/period: There were significant
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differences at different time. Reactive dye shown
highest intensity at first 30 minutes and least at 45
minutes. Vat dye increased in value at 60 minutes
and least at 75 minutes.
Concentration of dye: At depth of shade of 4%, 8%
and 12% respectively, the intensity of both reactive
and the vat dyes is proportional to the concentration
of dye and better brilliance was achieved by the
reactive dye.
Keywords: mercerization, reactive dye, vat dye,
colour intensity
Introduction/Background to the study
Textile dyeing is an application of colourant; usually
dye to the textile material in an aqueous solution or
medium of dye and other additives. Effective and
efficient dyeing requires an appropriate monitoring
of system variables which include: temperature, time,
liquor ratio, dye concentration, pH, and chemicals.
All these variables exercise considerable influence on
dyeing in terms of exhaustion and colour intensity of
dyed sample.
Methods (experimental) and materials
Sample was subjected to preparatory processes
which consist of desizing, scouring, bleaching
and mercerization before being dyed at restricted
temperature of 50 -600C for seven different baths as
in the table-1. Non-parametric statistics techniques
were adopted in analysis of the dyed samples and
ordinal scale rating was used to express relative
degree of intensity of the dyed samples, strongest =
5, stronger = 3 and strong = 1.
Materials
Mercerized 100% cotton (plain weave fabric), reactive
dye (Cibacron yellow F-4G), common salt 50g per
litre of bath, sodium carbonate 10g per litre of bath,6cylinderical dyeing machine, beakers, stirrer, measuring
cylinder, weighing balance, thermometer, stop wash,
anthraquinone vat dye (yellow), sodium hydrosulphite
(5% o.w.f), caustic soda (20% o.w.f), common salt
(10% o.w.f).
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Procedure

Graph 1

Liquor ratio of reactive against colour intensity
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Graph 2

Dyeing time of reactive dye against colour intensity
70
60

Dyeing time (min)

Reactive dye was weighed, pasted and mixed at
room temperature with water and added to the dye
bath. Subsequently, the mercerized samples were
immersed and agitated for 5 minutes in different
baths. Later, the samples were removed and 50g/l
of common salt was added to each baths separately.
The samples were later reintroduced into the baths
and the temperature was raised to boiling within
a period of 30 minutes. Thereafter, the samples
were removed from the baths and 10g of sodium
carbonate was added to each bath respectively and
dyeing continued at temperature range of 50-600C.
For vat dye, it was pasted and dissolved in hot
water about 50ml. The dissolved caustic soda and
the sodium hydrosulphite were added to each bath
separately. Moist mercerized cotton samples were
immersed in the dye liquor and dyeing continued
with an agitation at temperature ranges of 50-600C.
At the completion of dyeing, samples were hung in
the air for 10-30 minutes to allow dye air oxidation.
Subsequently, the samples were rinsed in diluted
acetic acid (concentration: 0.1%) before hot and the
cold water rinse.
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Reactive dye

Reactive dye

Reactive dye

Vat dye

Vat dye

Vat dye

Baths

Liquor ratio

Dyeing time (min)

Concentration of
dye (% shade)

Liquor ratio

Dyeing
time (min)

Concentration of
dye (% shade)

1

30:1

30

4

30:1

45

4

2

40:1

30

4

40:1

45

4

3

50:1

30

4

50:1

45

4

4

30:1

30

8

30:1

45

8

5

30:1

30

12

30:1

45

12

6

30:1

45

4

30:1

60

4

7

30:1

60

4

30:1

75

4

Table 1: Variables and their values with reactive and the vat dyes in different dyeing baths.

Results / findings

Concentration of both dyes against colour intensity

Baths
/s/n

Liquor Dyeing Concentration
ratio
time
of dye
(min)
(%shade)

Corresponding
colour
intensity rating
(ordinal scale)

1

30:1

30

12

5

2

40:1

60

8

3

3

50:1

45

4

1

Table 2: Reactive dye ( Cibacron F-4G ) yellow, variables & the
color intensity rating
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Graph 4

Liquor ratio of vat dye against colour intensity
60

Liquor Dyeing
ratio
time
(min)

Concentration
of dye ( %
shade)

Corresponding
colour
intensity rating
(ordinal scale)

1

30:1

75

4

1

2

40:1

45

8

3

3

50:1

60

12

5

Table 3: Vat dye (anthraquinone) yellow, variables & color intensity rating
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Graph 5

Dyeing time of vat dye against colour intensity
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Discussion and conclusion
From the graphs (1& 4) of dyeing with Cibacron
Yellow F-4G and the vat; for reactive, colour intensity
is high at short liquor ratios while the reverse is the
case with the vat dye. This suggests that reactive
dyeing is ideal with dyeing equipment using short
liquor ratio such as Jigger, while vat dyeing is
apt with long liquor ratio equipment. Part of the
advantages of reactive dyeing is therefore energy
cost, water, dye and additives economy as well as
low effluent discharge.
Vat dyeing, on the other hand, has the advantage
uniform dyeing. The graphs (2&5) time of dyeing
against colour intensity for t both dye shows non
linear relationship. Reactive dye has highest colour
intensity at first 30 minutes and maximum curve
turning point at 60 minutes which corresponds to
colour intensity (3). This suggests that covalent
bonds between dye molecules and fibre are more
reactive at early dyeing time before optimum
exhaustion rather than prolonged time. For the vat
dye, however, the intensity shows highest value (5)
at 60 minutes before finally dropping to one (1) as
dyeing continued; the minimum turning point of the
curve corresponds to 45 minutes of dyeing. This
reverse in the process occurred because oxidation,
the fixation means for vat dyes, had not taken place
immediately after the optimum exhaustion. This
indicates that there is time limit for the application of
vat dyes, beyond which the colour drifts back to the
solution.
In the case of dye concentration, the graph (3)
shows that both reactive and the vat dyes have linear
relationship between concentration of applied dye
and colour intensity before equilibrium exhaustion.
Finally, the graphs generally indicate higher
sensitivity of colour intensity to liquor ratio and time
of dyeing than it is to concentration; viewed from the
stiffness of the various trend lines.
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It can be concluded from the above results that
dye concentration, liquor ratio and time of dyeing
have direct effect on the intensity of their resulting
colours. While reactive dyeing is exhausted better at
short liquor ratio; 30:1 or below, vat dyeing is more
ideal at long liquor ratio (50:1). For both the reactive
and vat dyes, the intensity has a direct relationship
with dye concentration. The two dyes, however, differ
in the manner of relationship between the intensity
of their colours and time of dyeing. For the reactive
dye, the longer the time of dyeing the higher the
intensity but for the vat dye, the relationship was
initially direct but as time of dyeing went on, the
intensity declined. Thus, vat dyes should be applied
to cotton for a maximum period of sixty (60)
minutes.
Lastly, intensity of colour is more sensitive to
liquor ratio and time of dyeing than it is to dye
concentration. In term of concentration of dye, the
theory of isotherm is applicable to both reactive and
the vat dyes respectively.
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EVONIK opens full-fledged
strategic office in Bangladesh
Staff Correspondent
Evonik, the creative industrial
group from Germany is one of
the world leaders in specialty
chemicals. On 23 January, Evonik
Bangladesh Ltd launched their
new office in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
At the opening ceremony Peter
Fahrenholtz, German Ambassador
to Bangladesh was the special
guest; Peter Meinshausen,
Regional President, Evonik
Asia Pacific South; Dr. Jan-Olaf
Barth, Vice President Asia South,
Evonik Nutrition & Care; Evonik’s
Bangladesh stakeholders and wellwishers were also present. Right
now, Evonik is active in over 100
countries around the world with
more than 36,000 employees. In
the fiscal year 2017, the enterprise
generated sales of €14.4 billion
and an operating profit (adjusted
EBITDA) of €2.36 billion.

Bangladesh,
we get the
technologies after
the first world
countries, but
our commitment
is bringing the
technologies here
at the same time,”
he added further.
Eshrak E Alahi,
Country Business
Manager, Evonik
Figure: Distinguish guests inaugurating the Evonik Bangladesh
office.
Bangladesh
Ltd
said,
“We
are
operating in
and I think by starting Evonik
the
textile
industry
for the last
official activities here this got
two
years
and
the
growth
was
visibility,” the ambassador added.
impressive
which
almost
128%
is!
He also appreciated GDP growth
There
are
many
more
positive
things
consistency, social and environmental
which actually helps the global
development of Bangladesh.
management to take the decision of
opening a new office here.”

Evonik in Bangladesh
Evonik has been operating
in Bangladesh for more than
10 years, supplying its global
portfolio of products and
solutions to customers, mainly in
the textile industry and poultry
feed. Furthermore, Evonik is also
focused on pharmaceutical and
paint and coating applications.
By opening this office in Uttara,
Dhaka; Evonik has established their
legal entity here in Bangladesh.
This office will be a business
development hub for Evonik in
different business segments.
Right now Aux & Hue is the local
business partner of Evonik to
produce textile auxiliaries.
The ambassador Peter Fahrenholtz
said, “It is the right move of Evonik
to open this strategic office in
Dhaka because Bangladesh is now
a rising star globally.”
“Bangladesh government wants
more investment from German
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“We have a long-standing
engagement with Bangladesh
and given the positive economic
trajectory here in recent years, we
believe this is the right time for us
to explore greater opportunities
for growth with strong local
support,” said Peter Meinshausen.
In the last five years, Evonik
invested significantly in
Bangladesh, Singapore, China,
and India. Peter said that they
will expand and invest more in
Bangladesh.
Sanjit Kumar Chakraborty,
Managing Director, Evonik
Bangladesh Limited said, “Though
we are in Bangladesh for a long
time but to give customers more
close service we opened this
office.”
“Our next five years target is to
help the millers in technology
transformation. Usually, in

The strategic location of premises
in Dhaka will also allow Evonik to
introduce additional products and
strategically expand its capabilities
in other growth sectors.
What Evonik offers for the textile
industry
Evonik is a key supplier of
specialty surfactants and tailormade chemicals. Since many
decades, formulators trust in
their innovations and use them
successfully as main ingredients
and formulation aids for many
textile auxiliaries. Evonik
product portfolio covers a broad
application range in diverse textile
operations.
Their varied and extremely
specialized product range is able
to serve any textile formulator with
valuable specialty raw materials.
Thousands of formulated textile
auxiliaries are produced worldwide
to provide process ability of fibers
and garments, as well as the desired
quality of the final textile goods.
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GSM Sample Cutter

Color Matching Cabinet

Electrolux Wascator & Dryer

Whirlpool Washer & Dryer

Warp Reel
(Yarn Count Tester)

Yarn Strength Tester ( CSP)

Yarn Twist Tester (TPI/TPM)

Warp Block
(Sliver & Roving Tester)

Auto Dosign Type IR
Lab Dyeing machine

IR Lab Dyeing Machine

Lab Padder Machine

Crock Meter
(Rubbing Fastness Tester)

ICI Pilling Tester

Pneumatic Auto
Bursting Tester

Digital Tearing Tester

Color Fastness to Ozone Tester

Automatic Lab Dispenser
(ODESI-Turkey)

Dye Staff Dissolving & Dispensing
System (ODESI-Turkey)

Automatic Chemical Dispenser
(ODESI-Turkey)

Martindale Abrasion
Pilling Tester

Our Other Product
All type of Lab Testing Instruments & Consumable item from Stock,
All type of Lab Washing Machine, Lab Dyeing & Finishing
Machinery from Stock
All type of Lab Machinery Spares Parts,
Yarn Dyeing Project Machinery, & Fabric Dyeing Machine from Turkey

Corporate office:

M.B. Trade Corporation
House-57 (1st Floor), Road-14, Sector -13, Uttara Model Town
Dhaka-1230, Bangladesh.
 01713 461968, 01977379666
 info@mbtradebd.com | www.mbtradebd.com
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With the biggest piece printing
facility in the Southeast Asia
Masco focuses on quality and
sustainability
FT Research Team
Printing is always a very
sophisticated process which has
to be done at once. Scarcity of
quality printing is a common
thing in the industry, but it is not
addressed surprisingly! Printing
is not necessary to manufacture
a basic product, it is actually
enhancing the outlook of a
garment and customers having
good fashion sense usually
demand this kind of products.
There are very few printing houses
produce quality printed products
in Bangladesh and Masco is one
of them. Masco Group has the
biggest quality piece printing
facility among the Southeast Asian
textile manufacturing countries.
Right now, they have 3-3.5 lakh
pieces printing capacity daily but
it will be 5 lakh within the next two
months.
Printing is the strength
Every organization has their

Figure 1: Masco synchronized the technology with human capacity.

strength point and Masco Group’s
strength is their printing. ATM
Mahbubul Alam Chowdhury Milton,
Executive Director of Masco Group
said, “We made ourselves special
in printing because we wanted to
be! If you ask why then, first of

all, I have to say to make a special
identity, it is also our business
need, to reduce the lead time and
to ensure the final product quality.
These are the points that is why
we are in printing.”
As their marketing policy
is printing focused, their
merchandising teams always try
to bring the printing-oriented
orders and this is how they made
themselves.
Obviously, all the top-notch
buyer's source from Masco if
the order contains any printing
product. Recently on 25 January
Masco Printing & Embroidery Ltd.
and Masco Picasso Ltd. got the
second position award in ‘Silkflex
Print Contest-2019’ for their
tremendous works in printing.
Masco Picasso Ltd. is named after
the great Pablo Picasso (Oct 25,

Figure 2: Finest printing is the strength of Masco.
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Model Printing

1881, to April 8, 1973) who was
a Spanish expatriate painter,
sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist
and stage designer considered one
of the greatest and most influential
artists of the 20th century.
Masco printing facilities
Masco Group has 14 vertically
setup sister concerns, two of
them are printing facility. Masco
Picasso Ltd. is equipped with the
most sophisticated and latest
machinery. All basic printing
facility like pigment, reactive,
discharge, disperse, puff, rubber,
gel, acid, foil, flock etc. they have
but they also do sublimation and
photo printing on which they claim
they are special for!
They have patented technology for
flock printing which is ‘Automatic
flocking device’. They also do
photo prints in CMYK. They have a
laser engraving system facility also.

Figure 3: 70-80% developments of Masco are selected by the buyers.

believes that, therefore, saving the
environment and ensuring safe
workplace are the commitments
from their management level
which is very impressive.
They have Eco-Rinse machine
(M&R) for screen exposing by
which water saves almost 65-70%.
They have 3 m3 per hour capacity

Table: Basic information of Masco printing.
Daily capacity

3-3.5 lakh pieces

Machinery

Oval, Octopus, Sublimation, Semi-automatic table

Oval

1 pcs (46 plate)

Octopus

3O pcs (12-20 heads, 14 colors)

Sublimation

17 pcs (15,000/day capacity)

Semi-automatic Table

128 pcs (12,800 running feet)

ETP (chemical)

3 m3 per hour

Expansion plan

Yes

Target capacity

5 lakh pcs per day (within the next 2 months)

Research and development
Masco R&D team is formed by
both experienced and young
energetic people. They ensure
the required design and quality
of products. They also develop
designs and samples in a good
frequency from which almost
70-80% accepted by the buyers.
Every year Masco does a ‘Product
Fair’ where they display their new
developments and innovations
in all arena. They have dedicated
machinery facility for sampling.

chemical ETP. At Masco Picasso,
100% water is being recycled

and one-third water is directly
used in the process, other twothird is used for screen exposing,
bathroom flash, gardening etc.
Roof-top gardening is the most
attractive thing of Masco Picasso.
To ensure worker safety, they have
an automatic drying machine
set with the printing table
which eventually increased the
production also.
About expansion of Masco
Printing, Farhana Akhter,
Director of Masco Group said,
“Alhamdulillah we are the biggest
printing house in the country as
well as in Southeast Asia. We
usually do the children items
where actually print suits more.
We are thinking about AOP
printing also.”
“We are going to expand our
facility to 5 lakh pcs daily,” she
added.

Environmental footprint
Sustainability is something which
ensures maximum profit by saving
the environment and Masco Group
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Figure 4: Farhana Akhter, Director of Masco Group and Sadrul Anam, General Manager (printing)
are showing Masco’s printed garment to Rahbar Hossain (Left), FT Coordinator, Textile Today.
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185 factories receive "Silkflex
Print Contest-2019" award
South Asia’s biggest ‘Textile Printing Technical Seminar’ shows the
potentiality of Bangladesh textile printing sector
Staff Correspondent
Silkflex Bangladesh Ltd awarded
185 renowned textile factories for
their contribution to the printing
sector at ‘11th Silkflex Grand Textile
Printing Technical Seminar 2019’
held on 25 January at Officers’
Club in Dhaka. More than 3000
people participated from different
factories in South Asia’s biggest
textile screen print seminar.
Textile printing sector has become
an important game changer in
the textile manufacturing process
and fashion. Technologies and
developed printing materials are
serving a lot the designers to go
for diversified and customized
imperative options. Digital printing,
in precise, helps to transform the
fashion trend very fast.
Md. Kabir Mollah, Managing
Director, Silkflex Bangladesh
Ltd pointed out in the seminar,
“This time we invite around 300
factories to give their design in this
print contest and we get a response
from 185 factories which really
shows a great upsurge rather than

Figure 1: 185 factories received Silkflex award.

the preceding year where we get
responses from 125 factories.”
Nessar U Sikder, Advisor, Silkflex
Bangladesh Ltd. said, “In my 30
years’ experience I found printing
is not that much easy or simple
as other people say, because it is
integrated with so many things
starting from idea to end product.
This actually a sophisticated valueadding process to garments.”
“Printing is a creation, fashion,

and art,” said Engr. Md. Shafiqur
Rahman, President, The Institution
of Textile Engineers & Technologist
(ITET) and Managing Director of
HAMS Group.
He also said, “I am really grateful
to our new government to
make Tipu Munshi as Minister of
Commerce who is developing our
printing association as well as
printing sector and showing us the
vision for success.”
He requested Dr. Eric HL Tan for
giving special consideration on
the pricing of Silkflex products “as
the production and consumption
of the printing sector are growing
faster and bigger day by day.”
Engr. Ahmed Javed Jamal, Head of
Technical Operations & Marketing
of Silkflex Bangladesh Ltd. also
delivered his speech at the seminar.

Figure 2: Distinguished guests and printing professionals were present at the Silkflex seminar.
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K.M Nazrul Islam, President, Screen
Print Welfare Association (SPWA)
said, “Printing is now a particular
industrial organization and Screen
Print Welfare Association wants
to open a printing academy where
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Figure 3: Silkflex rewarded some printing factories for their printing design used by silkflex chemical.

we will have our own academic
building, website, and apps and
where people will get the knowhow and skill of printing and this
whole thing will be examined and
certified by Bangladesh Technical
Education Board with a warm
collaboration with us.”
Prize giving ceremony of ‘Silkflex
Print Contest-2019’ was the focal
appeal of the program.
Square Fashions Ltd. become
the champion of ‘Silkflex Print
Contest-2019’. Three factories
received a second prize and that
include Comfit Composite Knit
Ltd., Masco Printing & Embroidery
Ltd. and Masco Picasso Ltd.,
Adury Fashion & Print Ltd.
(Thermax Group). Three factories
accomplished the third spot and
they are Bengal Hurricane Dyeing
& Printing (Pvt.) Ltd., Gothic
Design Ltd. (Viyellatex group),
Thanbee Print World Ltd. (DBL group).
15 factories awarded for the fourth
position and they are South East
Textiles (PVT) Ltd., ImpressNewtex Composite Ltd., SM
Knitwear (SM group), Fakhruddin
Textiles Mills Ltd. (Urmi group),
Fakir Knitwears Ltd., Esquire Knit
Composite Ltd., Cottonfield (BD)
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Ltd., Square Fashions Ltd. SFL-2,
DIRD printing and Embroidery
Ltd., HAMS Fashion Ltd., Alam
printing, Trust Design and Trims,
West Apparels Ltd., Chorka
Textile Ltd., DWIP Printing and
Embroidery Ltd.
Also, this time a special
‘Sustainability Award’ was given to
the factories in two groups. Square
Fashions Ltd., Thanbee Print World
Ltd. (DBL group), Cottonfield (BD)
Ltd., Impress-Newtex Composite
Ltd., SM Knitwear (SM group),
Modele De CAPITAL Industries
Ltd. (Modele Group), Echotex
Ltd., Fakir Knitwears Ltd., Ibrahim
Printers Ltd., Epyllion Group,
Alema Textiles Ltd.(MIM Group),
Saiham Knit Composite Ltd.,
Meghna Knit Composite Ltd., SB
Knit Composite Ltd., Fakruddin
Textile Mills Ltd. and Dots and
Marks (Urmi Group) were awarded
in group-1 in this print contest.
10 other factories got
‘Sustainability Award’ in group-2.
They are Bengal Hurricane Dyeing
and Printing (PVT.) Ltd., HAMS
Fashion Ltd., Chorka Textile Ltd.,
Knitivo Fashion Ltd., Mondol
Fashion Ltd., Pacific Jeans Ltd.,
JAY JAY Mills (Bangladesh) Private
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Ltd., Ripon Knitwear Ltd., Gothic
Design Ltd. (Viyellatex group) and
M.M. Color.
In the ‘11th Silkflex Grand Technical
Seminar 2019’ Dr. Eric HL Tan,
Managing Director launched
the new innovative products:
SILKBOND 35, Fabric Sealer and
Silkflex White/Clear Paste AOP.
He also showed the key features
of these three newly launched
innovative products of Silkflex.
Dr. Eric HL Tan said, “Silkflex
combines the chemical and artistic
parameters to provide solutions
in textile screen printing for stain
resistance, chemical resistance,
light fastness etc.”
He also discussed the selection of
ink, print parameters etc. which
are really key to develop the
printing superiority.
“The aesthetic values of the print
are depended on soft hand-feel,
highly resolved, smooth, welldeveloped colors etc. of the ink,”
he added.
Finally, he concluded his speech
saying “Silkflex provides the key
solutions that allow for the perfect
print on textile through silkscreen
printing”.
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Digital Printing

Digital textile printing
market continues to grow
Desk Report
The textile industry has taken
an immense leap in the digital
printing sector. One of the utmost
promising developments in the
textile industry is digital fabric
printing. It has unlocked the
doors for numerous prospects to
enhance the quality and sustain
the growing demands of textile
printing. Worldwide market
value for digital textile printing
expanded to CAGR (Compound
annual growth rate) of $1.88 billion
in 2018.
Specialists have forecast that
global digital textile printing
production will be around 1.6
billion square meters annually by
2019. Digital systems are set to
continue this fascinating prospect
as the products of the fashion,
signage and home-made industries
add new business models and
value to the industry. This will
upsurge the total value of the
market by $3.75 billion in 2023 and
will grow to consume over 2.70
billion m2.
Dye-sublimation printing, in
particular, has seen dramatic
Reduce 55% power
consumption
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Digital Printing

Reduce 85% waste
material

Figure: A digital printing machine in a leading Bangladesh factory

growth in the past several years,
and direct-to-fabric printing is
poised to displace some of the
"traditional" transfer-based dyesublimation printing. Improved
print head design and higherquality substrates are also strong
drivers of growth of digital textile
printing. Complement on top of
that the phenomenal growth of
"soft signage," and it is hard to
find a pessimistic forecast.
Digital Textile Printers are seeking
Reduce 80% lead time
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Digital Printing

Digital Printing

Reduce 60%
water Consumption

Traditional Printing

Digital Printing

more precise ways to determine
the type of equipment and
determine the length of time for
printing. It has been revealed
that print service providers
are focusing on their printing
technology for digital textile
printing automatically. Worldwide,
22.2% of the Digital Textile Printing
Market of the Polyester segmented
to register the CAGR. The most
frequently used digital textile
printing are Direct to Fabric (DTF)
and Direct to Garment (DTG)
segment by printing process
accounting more than 80% of the
market portion of digital textile
printing market.
Electronics for Imaging, Inc. is a
leading international company
based in Silicon Valley that
specializes in digital printing
technology, believes that digitally
printed textiles will grow at 10-15%
in the next several years.
“Mimaki” is another foremost
manufacturer equipped with a
wide range of solutions for textile
printing. Yuji Ikeda, General
Manager of global marketing
at Mimaki Engineering, recently
said to Textile Today that the
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Digital Printing

market is growing and believes
it will continue to do so at an
extraordinary pace.

Printing Methods used in global market

Eco-friendly mechanisms, high
design flexibility, low-cost
ornaments are the main motives
for the growth of digital printing
technology. The traditional
textile printing process takes
approximately 6-8 weeks to take
3-10 days through digital printing
technology.

4%

3%

2% 1%

25%
65%

China produces nearly one-third
of all printed textile in the world.
Likewise, currently, the market
segment of digital textile printing
is only one to two percent.
Compare to that 65% of the
rotary screen printing is made,
25% by flat screen printing and
made by handprint. Contrary
to expectations, digital printing
has scarcely any impact on the

traditional printing process.
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doing significantly well. According
to the data of BTMA (Bangladesh
Textile Mills Association),
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Printing Paste

Combating menace of microbes attack on
finished textile print pastes formulation
Azeez Mutiu .O
Department of Polymer & Textile Technology Yaba College of Technology, Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria
Introduction
Microbes or microorganisms are
not only pathogenic (i.e. diseases
causing agents) in nature, they
are also destructive, waste
time and money invested. As a
result, there is a need to prevent
any opportunity that might be
favorable to their growth in any
process of textile print paste
production. It is preferable to
disinfect, decontaminate or
even sterilize equipment and

colony formation on the surfaces.
The microbes coagulated the
components of the print paste to
form solid particles on the surface
with a different appearance.

the materials that likely to be
regarded as host or vectors for
their survival. Doing all these,
will no doubt forestall any form
of embarrassment that might
emanate from the microbes war.
Moreso, recent experience from
microbes attack on textile print
pastes prepared for artists
consumption at the Aventex
International Limited’s laboratory
suggested that they could cause
serious deteriorating effects on
the finished products. The figures
below shown different forms
of appearance of the attacked
textile print pastes. The type
of microorganisms present in
different colored paste has a
distinguished pattern that depends
on the pigment. For instance, red,
blue, green and white differ in the
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The textile print pastes attacked
by the microorganisms

oil had significant prevention
of microbes in the print paste
prepared over two years. It
indicated a high potential for a
preservative agent in textile print
past besides isopropyl alcohol and
formaldehyde.

However, all the print paste
formulations above, i.e from
the same base, contained
formaldehyde as preservative

Lastly, microbiology laboratory
investigation of the samples
revealed that microorganisms
responsible for the attack. The

agents. The pastes were still
attacked even in the presence
of this preservative agent. After
this incidence, the contaminated
surfaces were removed and
additional concentration of
formalin was added; which twice
the initial concentration. This
was intended to inhibit their
growth but after two weeks, they
resurfaced, though less in the
areas of the surface of attack.

cultural media employed for
identification are:

In addition, to combat this menace,
the subsequent formulations were
made to undergo disinfection
of the containers, materials and
other items using isopropyl
alcohol. Addition of isopropyl
alcohol as a preservative agent
was shown to have significant
inhibition of microorganisms
for the same periods. Also, pine

Group A: result after incubation in
the media.
Group B: before incubation.
Methodology: Systematic
bacteriological and mycological
examination of the attacked print
pastes
Media Used
a. Blood Agar 5%
b. Chocolate agar 5%
c. Mac Conkey Agar
d. Sabrourd dextrose Agar
The above media were prepared
following the manufacturer
instructions.
The blood agar and the chocolate
agar used is to cover the recovery
(isolation) of both fastidious and
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non-fastidious isolate that may be
present in the samples.
Mac conkey agar is for the
recovery of only gram-negative
bacilli since it is a selective
medium.
Saboraud dextrose agar is for
mycology aspect of the study.
Inoculation method: Streaking
method was used for the
inoculation of the samples. This
was carefully done in order to have
a district colony of the isolate for
identification purpose.
Identification of isolate
i. C
 olonial morphology was noted
down and this was followed by
gram staining technique.
ii. A
 fter gram staining, which was
used to divide the bacteria
growth into two major groups
gram positive and gram negative
respectively. The biochemical
reaction was performed for
identification up to species
level. The biochemical test are:
Oxidase test, Citrate utilization

Group A:

Group B:

Conclusion

test, Triple sugar iron monitor
motility test, Indole test.
iii. F
 or fungi study (mycology)
lactose phenol cotton blue was
used for the microscopy before
atlas and colonia microscopy
appearance was combined to
name the isolated fungi.
Results
The isolate identified on the red
print paste was candida tropicalis
and Aspergillus fumigatus.
The green print paste formulation
was attached by pseudomonas
geroginosa

Conclusively, to combat microbes
war against prepared textile print
paste, the formulations should put
in consideration total disinfection
of the containers, materials, items
and apply appropriate preservative
agents of high efficacy other than
formaldehyde or formalin. The
alternative preservative agents
that have potential attributes and
still compactible with the textile
print paste include; isopropyl
alcohol, pine oil, neem oil etc. may
be added.

Uncertainties send textile machinery imports down
Staff Correspondent
Capital machinery import for the
garment and textile industry has
declined in the first quarter of the
current fiscal year due to financial
sectors uncertainty and liquidity crisis.
According to Bangladesh Bank
(BB) data, in July-September
period of the current fiscal year,
Bangladesh’s garment machinery
import has seen a 9.53% fall to
$698 million, which was $771 million
in the same period a year ago.
Meanwhile, import of textile
machinery also went down by 1% to
Table: Bangladesh’s garment and textile
machinery imports have seen fall in FY 19.
Imported

July-Sep.

July-Sep.

Fall

item

period of

period of

(%)

FY 18

FY 19

Garment

$771

$698

machinery

million

million

Textile

$705.44

$698.41

machinery

million

million
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9.53%
1%

of Bangladesh Textile Mills Association
(BTMA) told the Textile Today.
As a result, the import of textile
machinery fall in recent time but
the sector will rebound soon if the
gas and electricity connection is
available, he added.
$698.41 million, which was $705.44
million in the same period last year.
However, total import of capital
machinery in the first quarter of
the current fiscal year moved
up by 14.50% to $6.82 billion
comparing $6 billion in the same
period in 2017.
“The country’s textile sector is
going through a dull time in terms
of new investment as the investors are
not getting the connection of gas and
electricity. While setting up a textile
mill is too expensive but the fund is not
available,” Khorshed Alam, a Director

“Usually, there is uncertainty ahead
of the national election over the
transition of power, which made
the investors cautious in opening
new Letter of Credit (LC) to import
machinery,” Ahsan H Mansur,
executive director of Policy Research
Institute (PRI) told the Textile Today.
As a result, the import of capital
machinery for the country’s apparel
and textile industry witnessed a
decline, said the economist.
I think, the downtrend of import
will not continue as after the
election investors will move for
new investment, said Ahsan.
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Researchers are
rethinking textiles
with 3D printing
Desk Report

Figure 1: Fashion designers are creating wearable 3D printed clothes. Courtesy: danitpeleg.com

The technology of 3-D printing
is taking over manufacturing
sectors around the globe. Since
its inception in 1986 till now, 3-D
printing has taken over many things
around us including textiles but
many people are not aware of this.
3D printing is the process of
creating 3-dimensional objects
through joining or solidifying
material under computerized
control. In this process, a
computer-aided design is
converted into a 3D object, by
printing the material layer by layer
and joining them in the form of a
cohesive object. This technology
is being extensively used both
in prototyping and additive
manufacturing.
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If an inject printer is used to print
out an alphabet and look closely,
anyone will find that the ink has
not stained the paper, but it sits
on the paper. If anyone prints the
alphabet, again and again, it will
take the form of a 3D letter on
that paper. The same phenomenon
works in a 3D printer, where a
binder material is deposited on
a powder bed with inject printer
heads, layer by layer, eventually
giving it a form of a 3D object.

manufacturing. Fashion, on the
other hand, is an industry, which
is yet to completely realize the
potential that this technology has
to offer.

3D printing in fashion

This lag is due to the fact that
synthetic materials commercially
available for 3D printing like
polylactic acid are not flexible and
comfortable enough to be used as
textiles or in garments. They print
as solids and lack any spaces that
allow air to pass through them like
conventional fabrics.

The 3D printing technology is
being used in various industries,
like prosthetics, low-cost housing
projects, automobile parts, etc.
both for prototyping and mass

3D printing in textiles is still at a
conceptual stage. One promising
avenue in this field is combining
3D printed panels with the
traditional textiles. The adhesion
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of these 3D printed panels to the
garment, although needs to be
worked upon by fine-tuning of the
printing parameters.
Also, designers have researched
and came up with a collection
of garments modeled as the
geometry of sound wave, using
rubber mesh that allows the
dresses to contract and stretch
like a memory foam mattress. The
structure compresses when the
weaver sits down and springs open
when they get back standing.
A prominent 3D Printed Fashion
Designer Danit Peleg explained,
"Just imagine the potential… If
you’re cold, print your own jacket.
Traveling with no luggage? Just
print your clothes in the hotel
room. Will we soon be able to
design, share and print our own
clothes directly from home?"
This design does give the flexibility
3D printing lacked in fashion,
but the comfort part is still a
far reach. The look of this fabric
resembles fake leather and it lacks
comfort and sticks to the body.
Hence, obviously more research is
needed, but everyone is moving in
the forward direction.
The University of Maryland has
conducted a recent study of
thermal regulation textiles, where
they have used 3D printing
technology. This textile is created
by 3D printed fibers made from
nano-fiber composite prepared
from Polyvinyl Alcohol and boron
nitrate. These fibers are then
woven into a fabric with a high
level of thermal conductivity,
which allows the body heat to
pass through, making the wearer
feel a cooling effect. So, using this
technology for making fiber, and
then weaving them traditionally
is another possibility of using this
technology in fashion.
3D printing is hence limited to
its use in jewelry and athletic
wear segments in fashion right
now. Brands like Nike and Adidas
are using this technology for
manufacturing high-performance
padding and shoe soles, which are
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generally made from foam. NASA
is also using this technology to
produce 3D –printed chain mail
material to be used for protective
armors for astronauts.
Advantages of 3D printing
In traditional manufacturing,
irrespective of the effectiveness
and efficiency of the operations,
wastage of raw material is inevitable.
With 3D printing, we are using as
much raw material as required to
print, which means we are eliminating
the need for additional raw material,
as we can print the exact size of the
panel for each garment.
Beyond zero wastage, 3D printing
eliminates many labor-intensive
processes from the complete
apparel manufacturing cycle,
reducing the labor costs.
Apart from cost savings, another
big advantage that 3D printing
offers is improved quality, as the
occasional human error is eliminated
from the manufacturing process.

Figure 2: 3D printing in textiles is still at a conceptual
stage. One promising avenue in this field is
combining 3D printed panels with the traditional
textiles. Courtesy: danitpeleg.com

Disadvantages of 3D printing

make the process commercially viable.

It is still a far way to go when
it comes to 3D printed textiles.
Currently, 3D printed textiles and
garments fail to offer comfort
and flexibility that a garment is
expected to provide. They do not
absorb moisture as the layers of
the raw material fuse with each
other, leaving no air gaps.

Future of 3D printing

Apart from the material problems
in 3D printing, more research is
needed to understand how design
elements can impart drape ability
and breathability into the 3D printed
garments making them wearable.
Also, 3D printed textiles cannot be
sewn into garments like traditional
manufacturing. Alternatives,
like melting of edges and fusing
them to other panels, are being
explored, but it’s still in the
starting phases.
Lastly, the cost of material for 3D
printing of textiles and garments
is high. Producing samples and
limited pieces might be possible,
but for mass production, we still
need to identify materials that can
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3D printed garments are still at
the conceptual stage by using this
technology in fashion, but we can
be optimistic that this technology
can change the game for future
retailers. Both in high-end and
mass market fashion retail, 3D
printing can eliminate the need for
the extensive manufacturing process.
We still need to overcome the
obstacle of finding the right
material. Although flexible
polymers are being explored for
this purpose, the industry needs a
bigger range of raw materials that
can be converted into comfortable
and wearable garments through
3D printing.
Another big challenge is the
development of specialized 3D
printers that are suitable for garments
and can print wearable fabrics.
Overall, it might still take a few
years or even a decade to reach
there, but 3D printing has the
potential to change the business
altogether.
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